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Gay Adoption Should be Legalized Essay. Words | 10 Pages. Gay adoption by legal couples has become a rising
controversy in the past decade, affecting.

These demonstrate acceptance of the legitimacy of this right, since adoption is a way to promote the happiness
of the children and the couples that seek to constitute a family. LES Online, 2 2 , In the past people engaged in
similar sex often kept it a secret. Minneapolis: Twenty-First Century Books. However, research has shown no
proof that child development is negatively impacted by same-sex parenting; therefore, sexual orientation is not
a valid reason to deny adoption There are too many kids without homes to sit and pretend like there is no
problem going on. Method This is an ex post facto study using cross-sectional data. Rhetorical appeals are the
strategies one uses to support a claim or argument, in order to persuade someone to agree with what is being
argued; and in turn the appeals can be used when responding to any opposing views. In the dendrogram of
figure 2 , it can be seen that the words refer to the representations relevant to childhood development, pointing
out that the development would be normal, because, as there is a relationship of love and affection, this will
tend to be healthy. Everyone deserves the same rights and equality especially when it comes to adoption.
Another example of how much gay couples value having children is shown by Birtcher, a 44 year old hair
salon owner, when he said, "Our prisons are full of people who were in foster care, and those people were in,
quote unquote, straight family homes, if I can provide a loving, stable home for my little boy, that's the goal.
Families headed by gay and lesbian parents are just as diverse as families led by heterosexual couples
Thompson  Through these spheres of social representations, the relevance of the theme, that has been greatly
discussed, can be observed throughout this article. Adoption helps mothers who cannot have children, for
mothers who cannot take care of their child, and for the child to be in a better environment than what he or she
was in. Adoption may occur by arrangement through public agencies, or privately through doctors, lawyers, or
other individuals. The supreme court realized how many states were now legalizing it, so they just had all of
the states left legalize it as well. However, if gays and lesbians were able to adopt more frequently, and
without discrimination, society would be more open about gays as parents. Since the nationwide legalization
of same-sex marriage in countries such as Holland, Belgium, and Canada American gay couples have been
pushing harder for equal marriage rights under the law. These mainly highlighted positive social
representations, always seeking the best for the adoptee as the justification, however, unfavorable positions
found reflected the fear that the child would not be able to cope with the family model. Attraction between
individuals of the same sex has been a topic of debate since time immemorial. According to the analysis of
Cerqueira-Santos and Santana , there is no legal prohibition for the institution of adoption of children by
homosexual couples in the country. Adopt Children? Arquivos Brasileiros de Psicologia, 60 3 , We find that
the Defense of Marriage Act states that marriage should be between one man and one woman for federal
purposes; but is this fair. My aims are: 1 To find out how the media portray gay adoption 2 To uncover the
attitudes of the general public toward gay adoption. System justification, right-wing conservatism, and
internalized homophobia: Gay and lesbian attitudes toward same-sex parenting in Italy. In tradition marriage
has been between one male and one female who love each other. In this context, it is known that the number of
people who declared themselves homosexuals is increasing and, as a consequence of this, the appearance of
same-sex parent families is becoming more frequent. The need for legitimized inclusion in the various social
institutions can then be contemplated It is expected that the results shown here may assist in new constructs on
the subject, as, it is from the measurement of constructs that political manifestations can theoretically be
stimulated to guide the practice and can insert the social representations of same-sex parent adoption through
various dimensions into the institutions, with principles of respect and citizenship. As can be seen in figure 1 ,
assertiveness was found to be present, which can infer representations linked to the love that the couple will
bestow upon the child, this being the most important factor for the development of the adoptee. There are
many children in the world that need somebody, but there is not enough families or parents to take them in. In
some areas, gay parents are already serving as foster parents towards children so gay adoption is just a step
away. These federal laws are set in place to provide clarity on who can and cannot adopt, parental rights,
consent, the best interest of the adoptees, and the confidentiality of the adoption. Foster children are often
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victims of "foster care shuffle. Of the participants,  Works Cited Sunshine, Adam's. These representations can
be perceived in the discourse of some participants, such as participant , 22 years of age, who believed in God
but did not follow any religion, was heterosexual and an undergraduate student, and said "It is a normal thing,
considering that, what matters is the love, care and education that will be given to the child". We often hear in
society that gay families effect children and often cause the child to become gay; another claim is that children
have a harder time developing because they lack a mother or father figure in the family structure. In the United
States, however, many states allow gay marriage. Gay and lesbian couples may sometimes opt to bring a child
into their lives through conception and birth as well. This resolution ensures rights previously possible only
for heterosexual couples, namely, equality in rights and duties of the spouses, separation with division of
property, right to alimony and inheritance, among others. The intrinsic protection of adherents to a dominant
ideology forces those with deviant ideology to actively make their private concerns public in order to be
granted their "right to privacy. Thus, social representations are forms of knowledge popularly developed,
anchored and shared, constructing concepts for the reality of a social group Jodelet, 


